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EUROPEAN COMMISSION 
DIRECTORATE-GENERAL 

HUMAN RESOURCES AND SECURITY 
Recruitment & Mobility 

Competitions & Selections 

Brussels,  
HR.B.1/KC/RP 

Your Excellency, 

The European Commission is looking for 20 national experts to join the newly launched 

European “Artificial Intelligence Office” in Directorate-General for Communication 

Networks, Content and Technology (DG CONNECT).  

The AI Office was created as a central point of expertise on artificial intelligence in the 

European Union and it plays a key role in implementing the new EU AI Regulation (AI 

Act), strengthening development and use of trustworthy AI as well as fostering 

international cooperation. The AI Office also contributes to the coherent application of 

the AI Act across Member States and enforces the new rules for general-purpose AI 

models.  

The Commission is now looking for highly motivated experts with different skills to 

work in a multi-disciplinary team. More specifically, it would like to invite technology 

specialists (6 posts), legal officers (7 posts) and policy specialists for digital policies and 

regulations (7 posts) to apply. 

The period of secondment will be for 1 year, with the possibility of extension of up to 4 

years. All positions are with allowances. The deadline for applications is on 25th July 

2024.  

I would be grateful if you could inform the relevant administrations of this call for 

expression of interest and help to promote this excellent opportunity. 

Candidates should draft their CV in English, French or German according to the 

European CV form (either in Word or in PDF format) which can be found at the 

following link: Europass, clearly indicating the profile they apply for. 

Only applications, sent through the Permanent Representations to the mailbox HR-

RP@ec.europa.eu, will be taken into consideration. 

Yours sincerely, 

(e-signed) 

Kyriacos CHARALAMBOUS 

Head of Unit 

https://europa.eu/europass/en/create-europass-cv
mailto:HR-RP@ec.europa.eu
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